
DOWNLOAD NOW!
With the X2Power mobile 
app, you will be able to 
track important aspects of 
your new X2Power Lithium 
Marine Batteries. 

Connect to your battery via



How to Connect to Your Battery
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Open the app Settings Search
The first time you open the The app will search for 
app, your phone will ask you to nearby batteries and 
allow Bluetooth connectivity. display a list of batteries.
Tap OK to allow your phone to 
connect to the battery.
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X2P1250BTA1212149

Choose Connect
Each battery will have a unique identifier Only one battery can be connected to a device at a 
that is noted on a sticker on the side of time. You cannot monitor multiple batteries 
the battery. Eg: X2P1250BTA1212149 simultaneously. Note: If you do not see your battery 
Tap on the desired battery to view listed it may be in sleep mode and will need to be 
additional details. recharged/awakened before it can be connected. 



Each battery will have a unique identifier 
that is noted on a sticker on the side of 
the battery. Eg: X2P1250BTA1212149
Tap on the desired battery to view 
additional details.

Only one battery can be connected to a device at a 
time. You cannot monitor multiple batteries 
simultaneously. Note: If you do not see your battery 
listed it may be in sleep mode and will need to be 
recharged/awakened before it can be connected. 

10-year Warranty
X2Power Lithium Marine batteries with Bluetooth come with a 10-year 
or 2,000 cycle (whichever comes first) limited warranty. 

If the Full Charge Capacity (FCC) when the battery is fully charged, is 
reported less than 80% of the rating before the end of the 10-year/2000 
cycle period, the battery will be considered for warranty.

What Can You Track In The App?
Once connected, the App will track and display: a unique 
identifier for the battery, Voltage, Current (Amps), Power 
(Watts), Cycles and Full Charge Capacity (FCC), 
Estimated discharge time (minutes)

The information in the app is extremely valuable, well beyond 
just the warranty consideration. 

For marine applications, this data helps to gauge the impact of 
accessories, electronics, and their trolling motor on their 
actual time on the water, as well as evaluate how often they 
need to recharge. Easy visibility of the battery data allows for 
improved trip planning and helps ease performance concerns.

Why Is The App So Important?


